Stainless Steel Continuous Hinge
Quality Advantage
Thicker material (.090” vs. .075”) and large pin diameter provide
extra strength to hold the door weight and for high frequency usage.
Hinge pin is permanently locked in place by means of C-lock pin
at top.
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PBB continuous hinges are welded on the top and bottom knuckles
to prevent the knuckle from opening under extreme operating
conditions thus preventing the door to sag.
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All half mortise and half surface, hinges are symetrical. All sizes
are non-handed for full mortise, full surface.

Installation Advantage
Drill Tool
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Drill a perfectly straight and centered screw hole every time
automatically by using the drill tool. Reduce installation time by
no longer having to find the center of the screw holes and trying to
drill straight.
Use two slotted screw holes on top and two slotted screw holes on
the bottom of the hinge to initially mount the hinge onto the door
and frame. The door position can then be easily adjusted before
installing the remaining screws to secure the final door position.

Slotted Screw Holes

The PBB 85” continuous hinges are marked at 83” and 79” spot on
the back of the hinge. The hinge can be cut with a metal cut-off
saw to desired length in seconds without cutting through screws
holes or hinge bearings. Stock one size and have three different
sizes available for field application.
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New patent pending clip and go system saves time, money and
effort.
• Plated into most finishes

• Special friction free self lube bearings
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• Meets UL10B, UL10C

• Heavy-duty 13 gauge 304 Stainless Steel

System
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Stainless Steel Continuous Hinge

Corrosion-Resistant

High grade 304 stainless steel pin and barrel
design creates a true non-corrosive highly
secure opening.
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PBB continuous hinges are precision made
for precise alignment, making installation
quick and easy.
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Special friction-free self lube bearings create
a free moving assembly that surpases ANSI/
BHMA requirements.
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UL listed from 20 minutes to 3 hours. Meets
UL 10B and 10C. Assured confidence for life
and safety.
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Available in finely polished US32 or satin
brushed US32D or plated to match the accent
of the build design, also comes in painted
finishes.
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PBB has an
a insight for cutting your installation
time down by giving you the special features
such as drill tool, slotted screw holes, and
ease of field cut down.
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